
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
---------------- --------------------------------------------X

DONALD LEWIS,

Index No:

Plaintiff,

SUMMONS WITH
- against - VERIFIED COMPLAINT

JANE DOE,

Defendant.
------ ---------------------------------------X

To the above-named Defendant:

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint in this action and to serve a

copy of your answer, or if the complaint is not served with this summons, to serve a notice of

appearance, on the plaintiff's attorneys within twenty (20) days after the service of this summons,

exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after the service is complete if this summons is

not personally delivered to you within the State of New York); and in case of your failure to

appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the

complaint.

Dated: New York, New York

January 27, 2020

Neal Brickman, Esq.

Ethan Leonard, Esq.

The Law Offices of Neal Brickman, P.C.

Attorneys for Plaintiff

420 Madison Avenue - Suite 2440

New York, New York 10170

(212) 986-6840

To: Jane Doe

c/o C.A. Goldberg, PLLC

16 Court Street - 33"i
Floor

Brooklyn, New York 11241

(646) 666-8908
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NEW YORK STATE SUPREME COURT
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
----------------------------------------------------- X
DONALD LEWIS, :

:

Plaintz & :

: Index No.
-against- :

: VERFIED COMPLAINT
JANE DOE, :

Defendant. :
---------- -------------------------------- X

COMES NOW Plaintiff Donald Lewis
("Lewis"

or "Plaintiff"), by and through his

undersigned counsel, and as and for his Verified Complaint against Jane Doe
("Defendant"

or "Jane

Doe") states and alleges as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This defamation suit arises from intentionally fabricated, false, and malicious

statements made by Jane Doe, as a non-party, in a publicly filed sworn affidavit dated December 23,

2019 (the "Defamatory Affidavit") in which she falsely declared she was "sexually
assaulted"

by

Plaintiff.

2. Plaintiff is a former partner at the law firm Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price & Hecht

LLP
("PB"

or "Pierce Bainbridge"), where Jane Doe is employed. Plaintiff currently has two civil

actions pending in New York Supreme Court against Pierce Bainbridge, a multitude of its partners,

as well as Michael D. Yim of Putney Twombly Hirson and Hall LLP and S. Jeanine Conley of Littler

Mendelson,
LLC.1

Jane Doe is not a party to either action.

There are two current actions: Lewis v. Pierce Bainbridge, et al., Index No. 652931/2019 ("Lewis I")
and Lewis v. Pierce Bainbridge, et al., Index No. 155686/2019 ("Lewis II"). The Defamatory Affidavit

was filed in Lewis II and related to a third action: Pierce Baisbridge Beck Price & Hecht, LLP v. Lewis,

et al., Index No. 154910/2019 which was discontinued and is under seal (the "Sealed Action").

1
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3. Plaintiff had endeavored to leave Jane Doe out of his differences with the firm.

Illustratively, Plaintiff's original complaint filed against her employer Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price

and Hecht LLP
("PB"

or "Pierce Bainbridge") on May 16, 2019, stated:

"Doe is not a defendant at this time, because if the firm so-called
'leaders'

had

acted as such, we would not be here. Plaintiff notes that he is aware of a bevy
of severely troubling and credibility undermining documented facts about

Doe. Plaintiff, however, has not raised these issues, as she is a young person,

getting on in the world and was swept up into Pierce massive illicit financial

activity and desperate efforts to cover-up the same. Be that as it may, Plaintiff

expressly reserves any and all rights he may have against Doe in any
fora."

4. The filing of the Defamatory Affidavit likely could have been rendered unnecessary

by a simple phone call or email. This assumes the true purpose was solely protections for Jane Doe;

rather than the apparent attempted end-run for Jane Doe's employer, Pierce Bainbridge; the end-run

involves Jane Doe's odd request that the entirety of affidavits of PB Partners Christopher N. LaVigne

and Denver G. Edwards remain sealed; virtually the same request that PB had previously made to

the Lewis II court unsuccessfully.

5. The allegations of misconduct by Plaintiff in the Defamatory Affidavit are wholly

fabricated, made up of whole cloth and are an entirely fictional account of events that never

happened.

6. The fabricated accus ations do not pass the smell test on many levels: timing of

the accusation, motives of the alleged victim, story vs. configuration of the office, timing of the

alleged act, prior and subsequent interactions between Lewis and the alleged victim, and online

activity of the alleged victim (immediately taken down when Lewis pointed to it).

7. Plaintiff is 46 years old, has been in the professional workforce for over 20 years, and

has never had a single suggestion of this type of misconduct in any place he has worked. To the

contrary, Plaintiff can produce likely hundreds of women and othen; who have worked closely with
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him who would unequivocally support his character.

8. The firm exploited and weaponized the # MeToo movement to cover-up for financial

misconduct and retaliate against the whistleblowing Lewis. The firm has judicially conceded that the

Lewis allegations of financial malfeasance "if true, would constitute criminal
activity."

JANE DOE'S LACK OF CREDIBILITY

9. Jane Doe has not been truthful and generally lacks credibility.

10. By way of example:

a. Less than 24 hours before she allegedly first made the false allegations at the firm

against Plaintiff, partner Christopher N. LaVigne accused Jane Doe - in writing
- of

"lying"
about a work issue. An associate also said she was lying. This was

not the first time her credibility was questioned in the office and her job was in

serious jeopardy.

b. Jane Doe made aneg tions related to an alleged incident concerning the delivery
of Yankee tickets to Plaintiff. A one-page written Slack exchange illustrates flat-

out falsehoods and deliberate deceit by omission in her purported version of

events.

c. Jane Doe apparently claimed that she does not publicly disclose her two names

and doing so would expose her to severe risk As it tums out, Jane Doe had

profile pages on both Twitter and Couchsurfing.com which included her photo,
both names and in the case of Twitter identified where she worked.

d. The Managing Partner of the firm wanted Plaintiff out. Just three days after

Plaintiff was banished from the firm, a Facebook page in Jane Doe's name,
contained a comment from Jane Doe: "I am cashing in

tonight."

e. No time of occur ence was ever provided in writing for an alleged incident with

no witnesses. One was provided orally, Lewis was able to prove conclusively he

was not in the office, the corrupt so-called investigator, Michael D. Yim of Putney

Twombly, then claimed he misspoke.

11. A partner (Lavigne) and an associate at the firm both told Plaintiff well after he was

banished versions of "everyone Imows she is
lying."

12. Virtually every aspect Jane Doe's allegations that can be tested by contemporaneous

documents has been proven to be untruthful. Only limited details are Imown; transparency was

3
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deliberately refused to Lewis, the corrupt forces at play hoped to back into a story.

13. Plaintiff believes that when Jane Doe's full version of events is exposed, to the extent

the coñupt Yim has not altered and/or destroyed his notes, there will be an exceeding amount of

additional demonstrable falsehoods.

THE CURIOUS AND DUBIOUs TIMING OF THE FALSE ALLEGATIONS

14. The day before the false allegations were reportedly made, several e-mails were

exchanged between PB partners Andrew
"Andy"

Lorin, Christopher N. LaVigne, Eric M. Creizman,

John Mark Pierce and Michael Pomerantz to set-up interviews with a senior person with job

responsibilities similar to Jane Doe's from a renowned law firm.

15. Unbeknownst to Plaintiff, Jane Doe had access to Pierce's e-mails and, upon

information and belief, read these messages.

16. Jane Doe had no prior law firm experience, and, with a lean staff, was able to pick

which assignments she preferred to do. It appears that Jane Doe, fearing the loss of her free reign

and perhaps her job, panicked and tried to create security by lodging the false allegations.

THE DEFAMATORY AFFIDAVIT WAS MEANT To DEFAME AND DEFLECT

17. The Defamatory Affidavit was recently filed in the Lewis II action; it appears to have

been a defamatory stunt, the stated rationale and relief requested does not hold up under scrutiny.

18. The relief she requests are either not ripe (the Putney Report), not within the Lewis

II judge's jurisdiction (the Sealed Action), seeks to maintain the status quo (keeping Doe's name

private) or have nothing to do directly with Jane Doe (issues in the LaVigne and Edwards affidavits

that have nothing to with Doe or her false allegations.)

19. The filing is a transparent attempt to defame Plaintiff and do PB's bidding by

attempting to protect Pierce Bainbridge partners who lied under oath, Christopher N. LaVigne and

Denver G. Edwards.

4
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20. Edwards and LaVigne are both members of the New York State Bar. Lying under

oath in sworn affidavits to smear Plaintiff could have serious consequences.

21. Exposing the defamatory objective of her filing, Jane Doe requests anything and

everything related to the Sealed Action remain sealed, yet she filed the Defamatory Affidavit publicly

to smear plaintiff.

22. In addition, it appears that Jane Doe, incorrectly believing the statute of limitations

for defamation had lapsed, came forward with an entirely new and independent defamatory

publication to demonize Lewis, attempt to give credence to her own falsehoods and help out her

employer Pierce Bainbridge.

THE ONGOING DEFAMATORY SMEAR CAMPAIGN OF PLAINTIFF

23. Plaintiff has endured life-altering reputational damage as a result of the false

allegations and conspiratorial smear campaign against him. Plaintiff has been publicly branded a

"crediblyaccused sex
predator"

byJohn Pierce, David Hecht, John Kortmansky, Michael Pomerantz,

and Tom Warren.

24. Hecht and Warren have both recently been found to have violated the Rules of

Professional Conduct.

25. As for Pierce, who was the ringleader, his own personnel have penned a deluge of

written messages portraying the Pierce Bainbridge managing partner Pierce as a dishonest, disloyal,

mentally unstable, substance abuser; who is also a thief. These are written contemporaneous

messages from Pierce's own personnel.

THE PB DEFAMATORY LIES ABOUT THE PUTNEY INVESTIGATION REPORT

26. Pierce launched the defamatory assault by claiming there was a
"credible"

finding of

sexual misconduct against Lewis in the Putney Report.

5
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27. Pierce is generally considered to be remarkably dishonest, and, in characterizing the

investigation report's findings, he was untruthful again.

28. Pierce Bainbridge's own outside counsel has said the report does not say what Pierce

said it does. Putney Twombly's own outside counsel hinted that Pierce lied about the report's

findings.

29. Partner LaVigne told Lewis - before LaVigne sold out and turned face - that the

report was inconclusive, and Putney had punted.

THE DEEPLY FLAWED AND DEPRAVED FIRM LEADER - JOHN MARK PIERCE

30. Managing Partner Pierce has been the ringleader in the defamation of Lewis and

exploitation of the false allegations. The bookkeeper reported that Pierce was siphoning hundreds

of thousands of dollars in firm funds, mishandling funds in the sacred client trust account, unethically

providing a contingency case client with gifts and directing the bookkeeper to use firm funds to pay

his alimony.

31. Pierce reportedly used firm funds as a personal piggy bank apparently to support his

substance abuse, $1.5 million in tax liens amassed from 2017-2019 and his $21,000/month alimony

obligations.

32. Pierce's massive tax liability coupled with his reported siphoning of almost $1 million

from firm account, while claiming he does not take a salary, raises red flags.

33. PB Partner Christopher LaVigne has - in writing
- accused Pierce of being a criminal.

Illustratively:

a. LaVigne accused Pierce of stealing money from the firm's litigation funder: "Basically
John took Pravati's money and fu*king spent all of

it."
One of LaVigne's close

personal friends holds a senior position at Pravati Capital LLC.

b. LaVigne, after leaming Pierce had siphoned $200,000 of firm funds in two months

implored Lewis: "you need to download all this stuff to a hard drive and give it to a

lawyer; very serious about
that."

6
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34. LaVigne also stated to Lewis, after he was illegally expelled: "John [Pierce] hired a

bunch of white-collar lawyers, he thinks they'll help when the Feds come knocking; they will be the

first one's out the
door."

35. Interestingly five senior partners with white-collar fraud and crime backgrounds quit

the firm after LaVigne's statement.

36. In total, at least sixteen (16) attomeys have quit Pierce Bainbridge in the last several

months. Upon information and belief, certain of the attorney departures were related to the firms

weaponizing false allegations to destroy Lewis's reputation, livelihood and career.

THE PUBLICATION AND EXPANDED REACH OF THE DEFAMATORY AFFIDAVIT

37. Shortly after it was filed, the Defamatory Affidavit filing was referenced in a leading

tri-state area legal periodical; Lewis received inquiries from the media conceming the same.

38. As a result of the malicious publishing, the public smear campaign of Lewis as a

"sexual
assaulter"

and "sexual
predator"

has been thrust backinto the spotlight.

39. Jane Doe has now for the first time - in a brand-new statement -
falsely declared to

under oath that Plaintiff "sexually
assaulted"

her. Again, this is pure fiction, wholly fabricated and

consists of falsehoods that simply never happened.

40. The Defamatory Affidavit was then followed up by a ridiculous, defailiatory and

inappropriate filing by Littler Mendelson, which further underscores the deceitful, collusive and

malicious bad faith of the Littler firm and its partner S. Jeanine
Conley.2

41. Plaintiffs seeks compensatory and punitive damages for the extreme harm that he

2
Conley and Littler have been sued in Lewis II for attomey deceit, conspiracy to defame and aiding
and abetting defamation. Conley asked Plaintiff to withdraw a complaint he had filed around 30

minutes earlier, he did, she thanked him in writing for doing so, and then the PB finn relied on

Plaintiff's courtesy to launch a defamatory claim of civil extortion. Conley was complicit in the

same.

7
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has suffered, and will suffer, as a result of the publicly filed Defamatory Affidavit.

THE PARTIES

42. Plaintiff is an individual residing in the State of New York Plaintiff is an attorney

licensed and authorized to practice in the State of New York, and was a partner working in PB's

New York City office until November of 2018.

43. Defendant is an employee or an independent contractor at the Pierce Bainbridge law

firm. Jane Doe works out of the firm's New York office. Upon information and belief, Jane Doe

resides in New York City.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

44. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this Court because Plaintiff resides in New York

County; Plaintiff suffered damages in New York County from Defendant's wrongdoing; the claims

asserted herein arose in New York County, and the Plaintiff seeks damages in excess of this Court's

jurisdictional minimum.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

LEWIs's TENURE AND RETALIATORY BANISHMENT FROM THE FIRM

45. In June of 2018, Plaintiff was recruited by PB to be an "Equity Partner and Co-

Founder of the New York City
office."

46. Plaintiff received glowing praise for his contributions to the firm.

47. Plaintiff received reports from the firm's bookkeeper about severe financial

misconduct at the firm being spearheaded by Pierce, with Beck's approval and Schaefer-Green

freeloading and reaping the benefits.

48. Plaintiff reported his concerns about the illicit financial activity by telling Pierce to

cut it out.

8
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49. In response to Plaintiff's reponing, in an effort to demonize and marginalize Plaintiff,

PB manufactured or exploited the purported false allegations of Jane Doe.

50. The false allegations were the pretext for Lewis's illegal ejection from the

partnenhip.

51. General Counsel Beck was at the center of the financial misconduct; a friend of hen,

Michael D. Yim, was hired to conduct the investigation of the false accusations.

52. Yim conducted a sham investigation. He eventually even conceded he was

biased, Yim has been sued by Plaintiff for legal malpractice.

THE ODD TIMING OF THE PATENTLY RIDICULOUS JULY 7, 2018 ALLEGATION

53. Jane Doe alleged the sexual misconduct by Plaintiff occurred in the firm's offices on

Saturday July 7, 2018 with no witnesses. She allegedly did not report the same until on or about

October 4, 2018.

54. The allegation made by Doe standing on its face, is not credible. It literally does not

make sense and is a poorly crafted lie.

55. In addition, written records, including emails and Slack messages, are inconsistent

with Jane Doe's allegations about July 7.

56. Yim's investigation was so inept that he claims to have failed to secure an alleged

"time of
occurrence"

for an alleged incident with no eyewitnesses. When pushed, Yim provided a

time orally, Plaintiff was able to prove he was not in the office, Yim reneged claiming he "misspoke".

THE YANKEE TICKET DELIVERY DEMONSTRABLE FALSEHOODS

57. Indeed, in an attempt to bolster the fictitious July 7 allegation, Jane Doe alleged that

Plaintiff acted inappropriately toward Jane Doe two weeks later related to the delivery of Yankee

tickets.

58. Yim said several times-dering-the investigation that the "delivery of the Yankee

9
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tickets"
was a "key

event"
and a

"critical"
reason why Doe came forward.

59. Documentary evidence which was buried and withheld by the corrupt Yim and Beck

for much of the investigation, irrefutably evidence that Doe lied about the Yankee ticket delivery.

60. Interestingly, that evidence has been made public, and the Defamatory Affidavit now

completely drops this purportedly
"key"

and
"critical"

event from Jane Doe's fiction.

61. For example, below is a slack message that was withheld by the corrupt Yim and

Beck throughout most of the investigation.

62. Jane Doe initiated this exchange in Plaintiff's private messages. Notably, one of Jane

Doe's multiple falsehoods was that just two weeks before this message, she had and allegedly locked

herself in a bathroom in fear of Lewis for 15 to 30 minutes. It is an outright lie on every level.

11:23AM
CanI drop themoff to you?

Where areyou located?

Don 11:25AM
That'svery niceof you. I cancomeget them.l'm on Coolrooftop if youwant to see.Andmy
GFhere.But1can totally fine to you. Lmk.

11:25AM
no worriesamheadedout to lunch.address?

Don 11:33AM
208 West 23.Thanks.

11:34AM
alright. floor. so I canbuza shouldbe there in about 15 to 20

Don 11:35AM
Do youwant to seeroof? It'spretty cool.

11:35AM
l'm good.

havea ton of stuff to do

Don 11:36AM
K. ill comedown.Seeyou soon.

63. Below is a message from Beck's personal phone which she buried - the text is an

exchange between Plaintiff and Beck on July 20, the day of the Yankee ticket delivery. The time of

day on the Slack messages and Beck's personal phone align perfectly.

10
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maybe we can meet in advance for a drink or something (my husband wants to meet folks at office)
and i can bring the tickets with me?

i don't know how far one needs to travel for baseball game

offered to walk them to me. Very nice of her.

64. Furthermore, the rooftop mentioned in the messages - and relied on by the dishonest

Jane Doe to suggest something
untoward- is an open area accessible to anyone in Plaintiff's building.

Plaintiff routinely invites guests and friends, as he had done with other PB personnel, to enjoy the

view from the rooftop.

65. Furthermore, Plaintiff's girlfriend, who lives out of town, was with him on the day in

question; which was communicated to both Doe and Beck in writing, and who both deceitfully

omitted the same.

66. Once again, the corrupt Beck and Yim (of Putney Twombly), not only buried the

Slack exchange above, but buried another exculpatory message on Beck's personal cell phone.

67. This is from Beck to Lewis on July 20, 2019, the date of the Yankee ticket delivery.

text after you're done if you feel like grabbing a drink +n eu

I want to meet your ladyl w aeu

68. Below is a demonstrative exhibit comparing the story that the corrupt Beck and Yim

presented to Lewis, notwithstanding the contadictory documentary evidence above, which they

concealed.

11
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PB·GENERAIcCOUNSEL*S-MMTE.ADMG• . AcrUAL·TlDCFS-BERVEN-DOE-ANDPI.ANET-

(ANaBECE),

Beck's-version: "...you·and·[Doe]®made• Doe:·Can-I-drop-thc. youMVhere-are-you-
anangementetrrdeliver©baseball·tickets-to·your· locatedPI

personal-residence..."¶ Plaintiff:·That's-very·nice-of-you."I•can-come•get-

Intendonallymisleadmg.·Doeproacúvely;of them.°fm-on·...Cool-rooftop•if you•want-to•see·And-GP
her own-inidadve;volunteered to-wallethe here...But-I-can-ü,tally[come]-to-you.-MS
acketsover;andPlaindfofered to·cometo·

Doe:··nosvorries·am-headed-out-to·1unch.-addressP¶
deoRice;butDoepersisted.a

(PlaintilF/Beck-Personal-Text:··In·response-to-her-
contemporaneous·inquiry-about·the·tickets,·Plaintiff.

personally-texted-GC-Beck-at·around-the-same:·"[Doe]-

okaud=ta=hring-them-to-me.--Very•nice-of;her.")¤
__

Beck's-version:•"During·the-text-message- D__oe·--alright.-floor,·so-I-can·buzz."Should-be-there-in·

exchange,°you•asked-her-txycome-inside-your about·15-to-201
personal-maden-e=andjoin-you-un=tho= Plaintiff:• · Do- your want- to- see- roofu• It's- pretty cool.·

[[[Doe- had· not· responded· the- first· time,· so- Plaintiff·

Intendonallymisleading;·andoferwarmade; repeated·the·offer.]]¶

Doe:-Tm·good."havh-a·ton-of-stuff·to-do¶

Plaintiff:-K.-Til-come-down"See-you·soon.¤

k's·version:·Decepavely referenceto- Per- above,- PlaintifF 3--:-di--taly- states- "GP is- here"•
GF·w1úch·isintendonallydeceptive;criacal· upon-referenëng-ihe-roof.¤

omission;Plamú5saidtlüsnomediatelyafter
aferenctng-therooftop;otherwiseitwould
NOThavebeetrdone.··n

Beck's- version:- "Ms.· [Doe]· declined· and- D_o_e:··alright.®floorf so-I•can-buzz."should-be-there
instead°asked- you• to- come- ontaid your· about-15-to•20¶
building·to·pick-upthe-tickets "I Plaintiff···Doyou·want·to-see-rooft-It's·pretty-cool.1
Intendonallymisleading;DoedidNOTasic

. . Doe:-Tm-good."'have-a-ton-of stuff•in•do¶Plainû5to·comeoutside;Doeaskedforbis -
Boorandbuzzer;Plaintiffsaidhewouldcome pi,intiff. K.•Tll-come-down "See-you·soon.¤
down·anddidcomedown·andwaitedforSor
10mmuteson·&esidewalk¤

THE WORK FEEDBACK DISHONESTY

69. There is also an allegation about Lewis providing unfair work feedback about Jane

Doe. It is not clear if this is a falsehood that derived from Beck or Jane Doe herself; in any event, it

is another fiction.

12
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70. Indeed, partner Eric Creizman, partner Christopher LaVigne, associate Adam

Ludemann and the bookkeeper all had scathing criticism about Jane Doe's work Two of them

suggested she should be fired.

71. For example, on October 2, 2019, just two days before the false allegations were

allegedly made, Creizman had the following exchange withPlaintiff; the
"she"

in Creizman's message

is Jane Doe.

The resistance to having senior people who know what they are doing is maddening on

I agree. She seems like she can get the firm's shit together. It's growing at a fast pace. We need

people who know how to make life easier for the lawyers. $175k a year for someone like that u o PM

could be a real coup. Fucking . A serious firm.

72. LaVigne flatly stated - in writing
- that he believed Jane Doe should not be given

access to certain firm files, because he did not think she was trustworthy.

73. Less than 24 houn before the false allegations were allegedly made, PB partner

LaVigne said - in writing
- "she stmight up lied in that e-mail to John

[Pierce.]"
The substance of

Jane Doe's falsehood was an issue Plaintiff had e-mailed her about after a partner and associate

complained about her lack of responsiveness. Both the partner and the associate said Jane Doe's

response was a lie.

THE TIMING OF THE FALSE ALLEGATIONS

74. The day before the false allegations were made, Jane Doe was privy to e-mails from

several partnen scheduling interviews for a more senior and experienced penon to take over her

role. Plaintiff had initiated the emails in each instance.

75. Jane Doe appean to have been fearful for her job safety and concocted the false

allegations in an effort to establish job security.

13
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76. Plaintiff had been leading the push for a more expeiienced and seasoned individual

to join the firmto oversee the area in which Doe worked. Many emails were exchanged with partners

the day before the false allegations3 concerning potentially bringing on this new person.

Unbeknownst to Plaintiff, Jane Doe was reading those e-mails because Pierce had given her access

to his accounts.

MORE DISHONESTY FROM JANE DOE - THE FALSEHOODS ABOUT THE TWO NAMES

77. Jane Doe apparently told PB that she does not "publicly
disclose"

that she has two

names; in an effort to smear and demonize Lewis.

78. This is flatly contradicted by Jane Doe's own on-line activity; it is also flatly

contradicted by Jane Doe's communications with the firm's bookkeeper.

79. The bookkeeper had told Lewis about the Jane Doe's two names, informing him of

the same over text and characterizing it as
"trivia."

80. Below is a text from September 7, 2018 from the bookkeeper. Note that is says

"according to
her,"

which means "Jane
Doe,"

and Jane Doe did not indicate any privacy concems.

Friday TrMa. According to her / narne used to be .. She changéd It a year
4:28PM

ago she said.

81. Jane Doe also had a Couchsurfiing.com profile page that had her photo and both

names.

82. Jane Doe additionally had a Twitter page initial name and contained a post about her

work, identified Pierce Bainbridge as her place of employment, identified a potential client of the

firm and included a request to email Jane Doe at her Pierce Bainbridge e-mail address in the form of

her new name's first initial and last name.

83. A redacted version of the Twitter page, taken during the pendency of the sham

investigation is below. The red dot indicates where the Jane Doe's first initial and last name at PB
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were included.

Tweets Tweets & replies Media

ORIGINALNon-PBNAMEREDACTED

Contact me at Q @piercebainbridge.com if you are a shareholder and had
acquired shares from t , 2018. Working on something good at
the moment

84. Both the Twitter page and Couchsurfing.com page were deleted just days after Lewis

informed Yim and his partnen; that Jane Doe's on-line activity undermined her credibility.

THE POTENTIALILLICIT PAYMENT

85. There was also a Facebook ("FB") page in Jane Doe's current name. Three days after

Plaintiff was banished based on the False Allegations, a comment in Jane Doe's name says: "I'm

cashing in
tonight."

86. Here is a screenshot of the FB comment made on October 15. As the screenshot

indicates ("3w") it was captured during the sham investigation.

) "I'm cashing in
tonight."

3w

87. This suggests a potential illicit payment from the firm or someone at the firm to Jane

Doe in exchange for the falsehoods about Lewis. Naturally, this page has also been deleted.

THE DUBIOUS TIMING AND NATURE OF THE DEFAMATORY AFFIDAVIT FILING

88. The Defamatory Affidavit and the related filings suggest that Jane Doe is being

exploited by, or is in cahoots with, PB.

89. As noted, the filing is essentially a nullity seeking relief on issues that are not ripe, or

for which the Lewis II court has explicitly said it does not have jurisdiction.

90. More importantly, the relief sought in connection with the Defamatory Affidavit
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concems items that Pierce and PB have violated for over a year, with no action from Jane Doe.

91. Despite clear knowledge Pierce Bainbridge's public exploitation of the events that

she contrived, Pierce immediately disclosing her name back on October 2018, Jane Doe took no

action for well over a year, nor even raised any public issue about her concerns.

92. Despite clear knowledge Pierce Bainbridge's public exploitation of the explicit and

heinous details about the false allegation, Jane Doe took no action, nor even raised any public issue

about her concerns.

93. Pierce Bainbridge has increasingly been on the receiving end of bad news, much of

which has surfaced as a result of Lewis's lawsuits with the firm, including:

• at least 16 attorneys recently leaving the firm,

• client relationships breaking down (according to Pierce Bainbridge's own court

filings)

• speculation that the firm is running a variant of a Ponzi Scheme

• clear evidence that Pierce repeatedly lied about the firm's relationship with Pravati

Capital LLC; Pravati declared a $9.1 million default on what was publicly stated to be

an "up to eight figure
deal"

• several creditors complaining about late payments from PB, at least one of which has

been owed money for over a year

• a glaring absence of any trial victories

94. Apparently doing the firm's bidding and trying to muzzle and discredit Lewis, Jane

Doe finally comes forward to defame Lewis under the guise of asserting purported rights which she

has sat on for over a year while Pierce Bainbridge trampled over the same.

95. Pierce immediately breached confidentiahry internally and revealed Jane Doe's name,

over a year ago; Jane Doe took no action.

96. Pierce Bainbridge filed a complaint in Los Angeles way back in May 2019 against
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Lewis and included never before disclosed intimate purported details about Jane Doe's personal life;

Jane Doe took no action.

97. Pierce Bainbridge filed heinous, explicit and never before revealed grosslydefamatory

details about the false allegation, Jane Doe now says she wants nothing about the false allegations to

be public; but when PB splattered the same all over to defame Lewis; Jane Doe took no action.

THE DEFAMATORY AFFIDAVIT PUBLIC FILING WAS A STUNT, IT WAS NOT NECESSARY

98. The Defamatory Affidavit filing is unfortunate, as it likely could have been obviated

with a simple phone call or e-mail. The fact that none was made further bolsters the narrative that

this was an orchestrated ruse to defame Lewis.

99. As noted, Plaintiff endeavored to leave Jane Doe out of these legal disputes and deal

with the firm "leaders"; however, the public filing of the Defamatory Affidavit falsely accusing

Plaintiff of "sexual
assault"

in a public manner necessitates a response.

100. The resultant damage to Plaintiff has been and will be massive and that is precisely

what Jane Doe intended to accomplish.

THE EXPLOITATION AND WEAPONIZATION OF #METOO Is NOT ACCEPTABLE

101. The exploitation and weaponization of # MeToo by Jane Doe and PB have done

immense and irreparable damage to Plaintiff.

102. The Defamatory Affidavit is defamatory-- it is a document filed under oath, to falsely

portray Plaintiff as having committed "sexual assault
"

It is perjurious, injurious and entirely

unacceptable.

103. The Defamatory Affidavit filing was a new and distinct malicious act, an entirelynew

document, published to the massively wide general public and meant to inflict trsxhuen harm on

Plaintiff and devastate his reputation and livelihood.

104. The bottom line is, there was no time of occurrence for the alleged event with no
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witnesses, when one was given it was retracted when it unequivocally proved Jane Doe to have been

untruthful, the
"critical"

and
"key"

event concerning the Yankee ticket deliveryin the false allegations

is replete with demonstrable lies, and incriminating internet pages which squarely evidence additional

dishonesty, have been deleted.

105. Virtually every single aspect of Jane Doe's false allegations, for which there is

documentary support, has proven to be false. As noted, a full rendition of the contemporaneous

false allegations will almost assuredly result in a deluge of additional demonstrable lies.

106. The Defamatory Affidavit filing was a contrived and malicious stunt undertaken to

inflict severe reputational and other harm to Plaintiff. Lies of this nature destroy careers, destroy

reputations and destroy lives. It is reprehensible and unacceptable, and Jane Doe must be held

accountable.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
DEFAMATION (JANE DOE)

107. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in the paragraphs

above as if fully set forth herein.

108. In making the statements in the Defamatory Affidavit, Defendant purported to be

making statements of fact.

109. The statements by Defendant claiming sexual assault by Plaintiff were false and

constituted defamation per se. Defendant intended to cause members of the public, including

members of Plaintiff's profession and his actual and potential clients, to believe that Plaintiff had

committed serious crimes, was a "sexual
assaulter"

and was incompetent, immed dishonest,

abusive, dangerous and unfit to perform his pmfession.

110. The false and defamatory statements about Plaintiff tend to expose Plaintiff to public

contempt, ridicule, aversion or disgrace, or induce an evil opinion of him in the minds of right-
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thinking persons. In the communities in which he works and performs, Plaintiff has been injured in

his reputation and good-standing and has been held up to ridicule and contempt.

111. The false and defamatorystatements have already been the subject of media coverage

and are now available on a public court docket in a very high-profile case in perpetuity, and will be

reviewed by thousands of individuals, many of whom are in Plaintiff's profession throughout the

United States and even abroad.

112. The statements Defendant made were calculated to injure Plaintiff in his profession,

trade or business by imputing to him traits that, if true, would render him unfit to publicly perform

his profession, and they in fact caused such injuries, as admitted by PB's own counsel Conley who

stated Lewis will "be trying to clear his name forever (particularly with any law firm he may want to

work for in the future) regardless of the
outcome."

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests that a Judgment be entered in his favor and against

Defendant in an amount to be determined at trial, but in no event less than $1 million in compensatory

damages, $3 million in punitive damages, interest, the costs of this action, including reasonable

attomeys'
fees, and such other and further relief as this Court finds just and proper.

JURY DEMAND

113. Plaintiff requests that this matter be tried before a jury.

Dated: New York, New York

January 27, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
THE LAW O FICES OF NEAL BRICKMAN, P.C.

By: Neal Bnckman (NB-0874)
420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 2440

New York, New York 10170

Tel: (212) 986-6840

Fax: (212) 986-7691

Neal@Brickmanlaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Donald Lewis
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VERIFICATION

I, Donald Lewis, hereby affirm, under penalties of perjury, that all of the allegations of the

preceding Complaint are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. With respect to the

allegations made upon information and belief, I believe them to be true.

i)ONAÚ LEWIS

Dated: New York, New York

January 27, 2020
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